Fibroblasts apparently ingest low density lipoproteins (LDL) by a selective mechanism of receptor-mediated endocytosis involving the formation of coated vesicles from the plasma membrane . However, it is not known exactly how coated vesicles collect LDL receptors and pinch off from the plasma membrane . In this report, the quick-freeze, deep-etch, rotary-replication method has been applied to fibroblasts ; it displays with unusual clarity the coats that appear under the plasma membrane at the start of receptor-mediated endocytosis . These coats appear to be polygonal networks of 7-nm strands or struts arranged into 30-nm polygons, most of which are hexagons but some ofwhich are 5-and 7-sided rings . The proportion ofpentagons in each network increases as the coated area of the plasma membrane puckers up from its planar configuration (where the network is mostly hexagons) to its most sharply curved condition as a pinched-off coated vesicle . Coats around the smallest vesicles (which are icosahedrons of hexagons and pentagons) appear only slightly different from "empty coats" purified from homogenized brain, which are less symmetrical baskets containing more pentagons than hexagons. A search for structural intermediates in this coat transformation allows a test of T. Kanaseki and K. Kadota's (1969 . J. Cell Biol. 42 :202-220.) original idea that an internal rearrangement in this basketwork from hexagons to pentagons could "power" coated vesicle formation. The most noteworthy variations in the typical hexagonal honeycomb are focal juxtapositions of 5-and 7-sided polygons at points of partial contraction and curvature in the basketwork . These appear to precede complete contraction into individual pentagons completely surrounded by hexagons, which is the pattern that characterizes the final spherical baskets around coated vesicles .
However, it is not known how coated pits form or how their coats change as they pinch off from the plasma membrane to become coated vesicles. The views of coated pits shown in this report display the organization of the coat more clearly than heretofore possible and illustrate the variety of geometrical forms that it can assume . These data set constraints on the models that can be proposed for coated vesicle formation.
In addition, the technique of specimen preparation used here produces images that look like a cross between thin-section images and freeze-fracture images, so it becomes possible to look for structures that might link the coat to membrane receptors and to cytoplasmic filaments .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture
Fibroblasts originally isolated by trypsinization from Balb C mouse embryos were used within four passages and plated into 60-min tissue culture dishes (Falcon Labware, Div. of Becton, Dickinson & Co ., Oxnard, Calit) containing a number of 4-mm' fragments of No . I coverglass. They were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's essential medium with 10% fetal calf serum and allowed to settle down and spread on the glass cover slips for 18 h before each experiment.
Freezing and Replication
Cultures were quick-frozen by mounting individual coverslips on aluminum disks that are attached to the end of a plunger device originally designed to catch exocytosis in isolated frog muscles. This plunger rapidly drops causing the samples to strike a pure copper block that is cooled to the temperature of liquid helium (see reference 27 for details of the construction and operation of this device). In our experiments, this method produced frozen tissue-culture cells embedded in microcrystalline ice in which the crystals were <20 nm as a result of the extremely rapid freezing . To avoid crushing the cells and shattering the coverglasses when the plunger made contact with the copper block, we mounted the coverglasses on a soft, spongy matrix composed of slices of aldehyde-fixed rat lung . (The lung was fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in water, sliced to a thickness of 0.8 mm with a Smith-Farquhar tissue chopper, and stored in distilled water, often for weeks, before use.) The slices of lung became bonded to the surface of the aluminum disks as they froze and thus served as supports and carriers for the frozen coverglasses . The disks could then be mounted on thestandard rotary specimen stage in a freeze-fracture device (Balzers Corp., Nashua, N. H.) .
Once a vacuum of 10 -s torr or greater was achieved in this device, the specimens were warmed to -I 00°C and fractured in the standard way. Then the tissue was etched for 2.5 min, which removed 0.1-0.25 pm of water from the fractured surface. After etching, the samples were rotary replicated by evaporating carbon-platinum onto them from a standard electron-beam gun mounted at 24°to the specimen plane while the specimen was rotating at 60 rpm. The resulting platinum replica was stabilized by 5 s of rotary deposition of pure carbon from a gun mounted at 75°to the specimen plane. The coverglass was then removed from the vacuum and floated offthe lung onto 30% hydrofluoric acid in water, which promptly released the replica from the glass surface. The replica was then floated sequentially through distilled water, full-strength household bleach, and two more water washes before being picked up on 75-mesh Formvar carboncoated grids.
Microscopy
The replicas were examined in a JEOL IOOB or I OOC electron microscope operating at 100 kV. The high accelerating voltage was used to reduce heating of the replica, to minimize recrystallization, and to reduce contrast in the final photographic negatives. Stereo pairs were obtained with a high-resolution, top-entry goniometer stage tilted through ± 7°for all magnifications . Micrographs were examined in negative contrast, i .e., by projecting the original electron microscope negatives or by photographically reversing them before printing to make the platinum deposits appear white and the background dark. This reverse contrast enhanced the three-dimensional appearance of the images, as if the cells were illuminated by a gentle, diffuse "moonlight ." The samples appeared much as they do in the standard secondary mode of scanning electron microscopy.
RESULTS
While attempting to visualize attachment points of actin filaments to the inside of the plasma membrane in fibroblasts prepared as described above, we quite fortuitously obtained a number of glimpses of polygonal networks that appeared to lie under the filaments immediately against the inside of the plasma membrane (Fig. 1) . These seemed likely to be unusual views of the "basketwork" that Kanaseki and Kadota (29) first saw around coated vesicles, though now on the inside of the plasma membrane. Roth and Porter (49) , in their original description of protein endocytosis by coated vesicles, showed that coated areas of the plasma membrane exist and predicted that these would be precursors of coated vesicles. Kanaseki and Kadota (29) predicted further that the coat under the plasma membrane would be formed of pure hexagons when it was flat, and that it would "power" the membrane invagination by rearranging some of its hexagons into pentagons, thus forming the geodesic basket they observed around pinched-off coated vesicles. The views of basketworks shown in Fig. I were obtained from cells that had been distended in their last minute before freezing by a rinse in distilled water. This was done to dilute soluble cytoplasmic components and open up the view obtained by deep etching . Cells that were quick frozen and etched without this preliminary hypotonic shock displayed such a high concentration of unetchable granular material in their cytoplasm that views such as Fig . 1 were quite impossible to obtain (cf. reference 40) .
A second way to clear the cytoplasm for deep JOHN HEUSER Coated Vesicle Formation 56 1 etching was to fix the cells with 1% glutaraldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline and then wash them in distilled water. This totally eliminated salts that may have formed part of the unetchable granular material, but the aldehyde fixation had certain pitfalls that will be illustrated more fully in a later report (J . Heuser and M. W. Kirschner, manuscript submitted) . Soluble components of the cytoplasm appeared to become cross-linked to insoluble components because something obscured, or at least decorated, the cytoplasmic filaments and membrane surfaces . In spite ofthis, aldehyde-fixed cells yielded the most complete views of basket-562 FIGURE 1 Freeze-etch view of the inner surface of the fibroblast plasma membrane from a cell that had been quick-frozen without fixation and then freeze-fractured before etching. Actin filaments can be seen amid unidentified granular material in the cytoplasm above. The E-fracture face of the plasma membrane can be seen below, badly pitted by the long etching. Near the "shoreline" where the inner membrane surface begins (large arrows) are two polygonal "honeycombs" visible under the filaments. The honeycombs are composed largely of hexagons, with a fewjuxtapositions of five-and seven-member rings (small arrows). Bar, 0.1 lm. x 126,000 .
THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY " VOLUME 84, 1980 works against the inside of the plasma membrane, possibly because fixed cells fractured more favorably with the technique we used. Often, it appeared that almost everything in the culture had been removed, leaving only the parts of the fibroblast plasma membranes that had been in direct contact with the coverglass . This afforded views, such as seen in Fig. 2 , of the true cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane . On that surface could be found many basketworks in a variety of curvatures. Immunocytochemistry has shown that coated pits are as abundant on the bottom of the cell as on the top, which is exposed to the most FIGURE 2 View of the inside of the plasma membrane from a fibroblast fixed with aldehydes before preparation as in Fig. 1 . Submembranous filaments are coarsened and obscured by a coagulum, but, for unknown reasons, the honeycombs stand out even more clearly. Again, a few five-and seven-sided polygons are found side by side among the hexagonal majority. Bar, 0.1 /m . x 140,000.
tissue culture fluid (4). The rotary replicas of this membrane surface showed the overall organization of the basketworks quite clearly (Fig. 3) . They appeared to be composed of honeycombs with -8 .5-nm walls or struts linked predominantly into hexagons, with a few pentagons and heptagons interspersed, as will be illustrated later. These polygons were so small (-30 nm) and the shadowing angle so flat, that it was difficult, in these replicas, to see through the baskets to the plasma membrane underneath . The surface detail of the basket itself, however, was quite clear, and there were no overlapping images of front and back sides such as those that complicate three-dimensional electron microscopy of stained tissues, which often need optical diffraction to be deciphered . The submembranous basketworks ranged from <10 nm to >300 nm in diameter . Consequently, they were composed of a variable number of polygons or facets (from as few as 8 to more than 200 in the largest basketworks) as is shown in Fig.  4 . The arrow in this figure points to the mean number of facets, which was 61, with a broad standard deviation of ± 40. This mean is equivalent to an average diameter of 220 nm, which is comparable to the size of coated pits visualized in fibroblasts by other techniques (1, 2, 4) . The observation of a continuous range of sizes suggested that the submembranous basketworks start as just 564 FIGURE 3 High magnification of the honeycomb network shows that it is composed of raised material, uniformly 7 nm wide, and linked into tight polygons, each 30-nm in diameter. The granular background of the platinum replica is here about 2 nm . Bar, 0.1 Am . x 420,000.
THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY " VOLUME 84, 1980 FIGURE 4 Histogram illustrating how often coated pits of various sizes were found. Size is expressed as the number of polygons per coated pit. 256 examples from several dozen fibroblasts are displayed. The mean number of polygons is 61 (arrow), which is equivalent to a basketwork 220 nun in diameter . However, the distribution was slightly skewed, as a result of a few very large basketworks that may have been confluent pairs, Therefore, the median of 52 polygons may be a better index of the average size of these coated pits, which would be 190 nm . (Note that a basketwork 200 nm in diameter would ball up into a coated vesicle 100 nm in diameter, which would be typical of those found in fibroblasts.) a few polygons and grow by the progressive addition of more . Closer examination gave no indication that growth was by coalescence of several small patches of polygons; that is, small patches were never found near one another, nor was there any indication that basketworks grew in "quantal jumps" of dozens of polygons at a time, as might be expected if whole coated vesicles (or whole "empty baskets," which will be described later) could join the basketworks one at a time . Instead, the histogram of sizes (Fig . 4) was smooth enough to suggest that growth was progressive and continuous . how they might grow revealed that their periphery was usually ragged and composed of incomplete polygons bordered by amorphous material, which suggested that growth is most probably by the piecemeal assembly of polygons around the periphery. The basketworks displayed in Fig. 5 were among the flattest that could be found. It was more common to find them in various degrees of curvature. The examples displayed in Fig. 6 include the whole range of images that would be expected for a sequence of endocytosis. (Ofcourse, there was no way to assign a time arrow to this sequence ; it could represent the reverse process, i.e., coated vesicle exocytosis, if such a process occurs in fibroblasts .) The various degrees of curvature could be evaluated much more accurately by tilting the replica ± 7°in the electron microscope and making stereo pairs of individual basketworks such as are displayed in Fig. 7 . These dramatically illustrate that even the flattest baskets had a small degree of inward curvature, and many were complete hemispheres .
These rotary-replicated images were so clear that they allowed a direct test of Kanaseki and Kadota's (29) idea that an internal rearrangement of the coat from hexagons to pentagons is associated with membrane curvature. To evaluate this possibility, 256 particularly clear examples of coated pits were arranged into three categories according to their degree of curvature: flat, slightly curved, and very curved. The categories included examples such as those in Figs. 5, 6 a, and 7 a (flat) ; Figs . 6 b and 7 b (slightly curved); and Figs . 6 c and 7c (very curved). Then, the numbers of hexagons and pentagons were counted in each of these examples . Finally, the mean proportion of pentagons (± 1 SE) was plotted for each of the categories (Fig . 8 ) . This illustrates that flat coats had a preponderance of hexagons, whereas more curved coats had a significantly higher proportion of pentagons.
We may presume, from basic crystallographic considerations, that a completely enclosed, spherical network of polygons will include at least 12 pentagons. Because there were 61 ± 40 polygons in the basketworks studied, the proportion of pen- 56 6 tagons should be hypothetically have approached 12/60, or 20%, as they curved more and more. Thus, it was odd to fmd that the very curved ones, which often appeared as near hemispheres in stereo, had only -3% pentagons. This value may have been low because of counting errors inasmuch as it was difficult to recognize pentagons along the steep slopes of the more curved networks. But this value may have been this low because there is actually more flexibility in the coat than in a rigid, spherical crystal, and fewer pentagons would be necessary to form a closed surface. Other evidence for such flexibility was indeed present. Some basketworks that were composed entirely of hexagonal facets appeared unmistakably curved when viewed in stereo.
Nevertheless, in the most extremely curved baskets, a very high proportion of pentagons was observed (>50%) . Fig. 9 illustrates such baskets obtained from homogenates of bovine brain by standard methods (30, 44 ) that were less than 1/10 the diameter of coated vesicles in fibroblasts and, thus, much more acutely curved . Correspondingly, they were composed of a much smaller number of facets . Stereo electron microscopy of these empty baskets ( Fig . 10 ) provided three-dimensional views that fully substantiated the predictions about their structure made by Crowther et al . (9) from negatively stained images, but unlike the negatively stained images, the freeze-etched replicas introduced none of the ambiguity that results from superimposition of the image of the back side of the basket .
Intermediates in Basket Curvature
Because the shape of each individual polygon was easily discernible in these various views of coated pits, it could be expected that this technique would reveal exactly what happens when a facet in the basketwork rearranges from a hexagon to a pentagon . Unfortunately, thus far, no definitive coat transformation intermediate has been identified. The only possible clue was that many of the larger, flatter sheets, such as the one in Fig. 11 , displayed pentagons near heptagons, which, as a result of their increased number of sides, were obviously larger than the surrounding hexagons FIGURE 6 Selected examples from the various degrees of curvature found, arranged as a progressive increase in curvature from a to e, to suggest the sequence of invagination that would be expected for coatmediated endocytosis. Almost fully formed coated vesicles are shown in f to h. Bar, 0.1 jim. x 200,000. THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY " VOLUME 84, 1980 and thus compensated for the reduced size of the neighboring pentagons.
Closer inspection of the lattices in which these "five-seven dislocations" could be found (Fig. 12 ) revealed that they invariably occurred where one row of hexagons stopped and the two rows that had flanked it came together . The pentagon was the last facet of the terminating row, and the adjacent heptagon was a member of one or the other flanking row. Such a transition from three to two rows meant that the basketwork became narrower on one side than the other. A search through an old biology library showed that identical five-seven dislocations occur in beehives and in diatoms that grow asymmetrically. Invariably, where a new row of hexagonal cells is added in the midst of two others, it begins with a pentagon flanked by a heptagon .
As yet, it is not clear what relation these fiveseven lattice dislocations have to coat curvature, if any. When they occur in beehives, the honeycombs do not curve. However, when models were built from hexagonal chicken wire, removing a row of hexagons produced a five-seven pair that Five-seven dislocations, however, are relatively abundant at all degrees of curvature. Not apparent in the statistics is the evidence that these forms are intermediates in coat rearrangement, which is described in Results in relation to Figs . 10-13.
was strained, and the strain led to a slight degree of curvature as is illustrated stereoscopically in Fig. 13 . These models also showed that the spatial discontinuity introduced by terminating a row of facets with a pentagon could not be alleviated merely by forming one adjacent heptagon ; all the hexagons around it also were severely strained . For this reason, we included the example of an in situ five-seven lattice discontinuity shown in Fig.  12 (top) , in which the hexagon next in line to the heptagon appears stretched and distorted. This could be a natural manifestation of a strain that would lead to a curvature such as that seen in Fig.  13 . The in situ examples in Fig. 12 also include an instance of two five-seven discontinuities occurring adjacent to each other, not an uncommon finding. It represents a point at which two rows stopped, and the lattice was consequently even more contracted and curved . Further experimenting with chicken wire also illustrated that terminating one more row, so that a total of three rows were stopped in a staggered sequence (which was equivalent to removing the pie-shaped piece illustrated in Fig. 13 ), resulted in even greater curvature of the chicken wire and the formation of a totally new lattice in which heptagons were gone and nonadjacent rows ran completely together at 60°to each other such that only one pentagon was left in their midst. Fig. 12 (bottom) is an example of such an interruption of three rows at a lone pentagon found in situ in a moderately curved basketwork .
Model building raised the possibility that coat curvature in vivo might involve just such a progressive elimination of rows, and that five-seven dislocations might be significant intermediates in this process. In the search for evidence in support of this possibility, the relative abundance of fiveseven dislocations in coats of different curvature was determined in the same three groups of coats used to make Fig. 8 . The results illustrate that coincident with the increase in abundance of pentagons that accompanied increased curvature was a slight decrease in the abundance of five-seven dislocations . They represented 3% of all the facets in flat and moderately curved baskets, but were entirely absent from a large fraction of the very curved group. Furthermore, it was obvious from simple inspection of preparations such as those in Figs . 9 and 10 that seven-sided rings were relatively rare in small spherical baskets.
Such hints of a decline in the relative abundance of five-seven dislocations during curvature raised the possibility that in life such distortions might "mend" into more curved, pure, five-sided insertions; but we have no explanation of how such mending could occur in the midst of an otherwise hexagonal lattice .
It is perhaps worth adding, in this regard, that pentagons were particularly common around the FIGURE 9 The appearance of "empty baskets" isolated from brain and prepared by the freeze-etch and replication method used for fibroblasts. The baskets are seen to be composed of polygons with facets and struts of the same size found on the inside of fibroblast coated pits . As a result of their extremely sharp curvature, however, these small, isolated baskets display a much higher proportion of pentagons than the large coated pits. At the bottom, at the same magnification, are three examples of the smallest baskets that were found in situ, amid the unidentified granular material that abounds inside quick-frozen fibroblasts. These in situ baskets appear to be too small to accommodate a membranous vesicle, and thus may also be empty baskets. Bar, 0.1 Am . x 230,000.
JOHN HEUSER Coated Vesicle Formation edges of the basketworks, where adjacent polygons were still incomplete . In these cases, it was impossible to tell whether they were destined to be pure pentagons or whether a seven-sided ring might have been in the process of forming adjacent to them . Thus, we could not assign them to either group nor include them in the calculations of the relative abundance of the pure pentagon's and the five-seven dislocations in Fig. 8 . It may, however, be significant that such edge pentagons constituted a considerable portion of the dislocations that occurred : 46% in flat, 48% in moderately curved, and 36% in very curved dislocations. Subjectively, many of these pentagons appeared as though they were going to become five-seven pairs, so that it seemed that lattice dislocations and mending occurred more frequently around the growing edges of the baskets. On the other hand, if even a few of these edge pentagons were destined to become completely surrounded by hexagons, it would be necessary to conclude that some degree of curvature can be built into the coats as soon as they form . Such a "prefabrication" of the curvature might not always be the case, however. Often, very 57 2
FIGURE I I
Higher magnification of the edge of one large coated pit showing two examples of the juxtapositions of five-and seven-member rings that invariably occur at lattice discontinuities in the otherwise hexagonal basketworks. Also shown is one five-sided ring near the periphery, where adjacent polygons are incomplete and distorted but in many instances appear to be portions of heptagons. Bar, 0.1 Im . x 360,000.
THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY " VOLUME 84, 1980 flat basketworks occurred that were quite large and almost entirely hexagonal. Unless these prove to be some sort of dead end, they would have to rearrange themselves into pentagons if they were ever to curve into coated vesicles .
Outside Views of Coated Pits
What must have been the outside of coated pits in the plasma membrane could be seen by simply freeze-drying the fibroblasts without fracturing them open. This revealed broad expanses of the upper surfaces of these cells (Fig. 14) . Rotary platinum replicas viewed in transmission electron microscopy provided images of these surfaces that were considerably higher in resolution than comparable scanning electron microscopic images of gold-coated cells, revealing that the surfaces of the fibroblasts were covered with a variety of small bumps that were about the size of intramembrane particles, apparently scattered at random . Previously, we have shown that this procedure can display membrane receptors for neurotransmitters of similar size on the surface of certain postsynaptic membranes and can show when such receptors assume a nonrandom distribution (28) .
The surfaces of fibroblasts also displayed other, much larger globules (~250 A in diameter), which were extremely smooth and spherical (Fig. 15) , which looked exactly like recently published images of freeze-dried, low density lipoprotein (LDL) molecules (22) . The ones seen in fibroblasts appeared to be linked to receptors, because they typically occurred in distinct clusters of various sizes and degrees of compaction . Stereomicroscopy revealed that the tightest clusters were deeply invaginated (Fig . 15) . (Similar 250-A droplets were found here and there on the bare surface of the coverglass, but their concentration at indentations on the fibroblast surface did not seem to be an artifact of aldehyde fixation because fibroblasts quick-frozen without fixation also displayed similar clusters of globules in shallow depressions of the plasma membrane (Fig . 14 e) , albeit less clearly because of a residue of tissue culture medium left after freeze-drying.) The indentation of the LDL clusters suggests that their receptors were already linked to coated pits because all indentations of this size were coated when seen from the inside . This would fully agree with the results of earlier immunocytochemistry of ferritin-labeled LDL viewed in thin sections (1) and with subsequent visualization of deep-etched fibroblasts prepared by a freezing method slower and more deleterious than that used by us (41) . One advantage of our method was that the LDL molecules per coated pit could be counted directly ; the number ranged from 20 to 40 in the cells we viewed .
It was also possible to obtain outer views of the basketworks by treating fibroblasts with Triton X-100 before freeze-drying them . 1-3 h in 1% Triton X-100 at 37°C was necessary to rid the fibroblasts of all traces of their membrane after they were fixed, but this did not appear to alter their cytoarchitecture . Left were stress fibers, cortical microfilaments, and, of particular interest in this context, 0.1-0.3-1tm cuplike depressions composed of a FIGURE 12 Cropped portions of five basketworks, chosen to illustrate how a five-seven juxtaposition marks a spot of lattice contraction. At this spot, one row of polygons narrows and terminates with a pentagon, and one of the two rows adjacent to it contains a heptagon to fill in the space where the two rows come together. Two rows are eliminated by two successive five-seven juxtapositions. When three rows are eliminated, one pentagon is seen at the end of the central row, with the two adjacent rows coming together at a distorted hexagon. The rows may be seen more easily by raising the edge of the page . Bar, 0.1 ttm. x 310,000.
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Coated Vesicle Formation 573 574 FIGURE 13 Stereo views of chicken wire models made to illustrate how lattice discontinuities may be associated with curvature. Elimination of one row of hexagons creates a pentagon and a heptagon with an extra strut, which is also occasionally seen in vivo (cf. Fig. 12, top) , and creates a slight degree of lattice curvature. Elimination of three rows in a sequential, pie-shaped piece creates one lone pentagon at the apex of a more sharply curved lattice. A pure hexagonal lattice can be rolled into a cylinder, but cannot assume the three-dimensional curves associated with lattice discontinuities.
tightly knit meshwork (Fig . 14f) . 
Freeze-Fracturing Coated Pits
Oblique fractures through coated pits were also found. Representative examples are shown in Fig.   16 that illustrate the overall thickness of the coat, FIGURE 14 Views of the outside of coated pits in the upper plasma membrane of freeze-dried fibroblasts, which display spherical 25-nm droplets thought to be LDL molecules, among other smaller and more irregular surface protrusions. Micrographs a-c display the probable sequence of clustering and indentation of LDL-rich patches of membrane, until at d the invagination is so deep that the molecules have mostly disappeared. In e is shown the etched surface of a quick-frozen fibroblast that was not fixed and freezedried from distilled water as were those in a-d. LDL molecules are still visible, but are more difficult to see amid the debris that dries onto the membrane surface . In fthe plasma membrane of a fixed cell was dissolved away with Triton X-100 to expose an external view of the basketworks that underlie the LDLrich indentations . Bar, 0.1 [m . X 180,000.
THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY " VOLUME 84, 1980 or, actually, the separation of the basketwork from the plasma membrane interior exposed during freeze-fracture. Coat thickness measured 190 A. Coat thickness has been more easily assessed by cutting thin sections through the center of coated pits and measuring the distance from the cytoplasmic interface of the coat to the cytoplasmic dense line of the plasma membrane's "unit" appearance; but, as a result of image superimposition, little has been learned from thin sections about attachments of the coat to the plasma membrane . Unfortunately, the edge views of deep-etched coated pits such as those in Fig. 16 did not reveal much detail either . There was no distinct separation between the inner surface of the plasma membrane and the basketwork itself. It is here that one would expect the plasma membrane receptors for the coat to be found. Deep-etching of fractured pits such as those in Fig. 16 might also have been expected to have 576 exposed the interfaces of the baskets with the rest of the cytoplasm. Unfortunately, the fbroblasts' cytoplasm proved to be so loaded with unetchable material (cf. reference 40) that very little meaningful detail could actually be seen . The coats seemed to fade off into the surrounding material . This was true also of the isolated baskets seen in situ (Fig.  9, bottom) . In a later paper, we shall show that cells had to be swollen in distilled water or fixed with aldehydes to clear away this unetchable material . Unfortunately, neither of these procedures could be used without damage to the cell. Swelling severely disrupted the normal geometry of the cell and depolymerized the microtubules and some actin filaments. Thus, the absence of discrete attachments to the coated pits (cf. Fig. 1 ) had to be interpreted with caution. Aldehyde fixation made the unetchable material stick indiscriminately to the formed elements of the cytoplasm and, thus, tended to obscure everything but the coated pits, FIGURE 16 Edge views of freeze-etched coated pits from unfixed cells, which display the interface between coat and membrane (bracketed in the uppermost micrograph only) and the interface between coat and cytoplasm at the various stages of coated vesicle abscission . Unfortunately, the membranes of these pits have been fractured, so true internal membrane receptors for the coats cannot be seen . It is also unfortunate that the interior of deep-etched cells is so loaded with granular material that apparent attachments to the coat (at arrows) are of dubious significance. Bar, 0.1 pm . x 230,000. which were somehow spared from contamination so that all the images seen in Figs . 2-12 could be obtained . Nevertheless, no particular attachments of cytoplasmic filaments to the basketworks could be found in aldehyde-fixed cells either.
Light microscope immunocytochemistry has shown that coated pits tend to be aligned in rows on the surface of fully spread fibroblasts (4), which raises the possibility that coated vesicle formation is associated with the actin-rich stress fibers that typify these cells. This did not appear to be the case in the fibroblasts studied here . Coated pits seemed to be just as common between the stress fibers as in their immediate vicinity . Fig. 17 shows the only three instances we could find in which coated pits occurred near a submembranous bundle of filaments. This figure also serves as a summary of the various ways of viewing coated pits introduced in this report . Fig. 17 (top) is a view of a fixed cell surface, with the membrane intact and the LDL particles clearly visible in a cuplike depression . Embossed on the plasma membrane of the top of this figure is a granular horizontal band that proved to be a characteristic reflection of an underlying filament bundle . Fig. 17 (center) is a view of a fixed cell surface after Triton X-100 extraction in which the plasma membrane and the LDL particles were removed, but the dense meshwork underlying the cuplike depression was retained. Also exposed was a horizontal bundle of cortical microfilaments, seen in the upper portion of the figure . There was no obvious attachment of these submembranous filaments to the adjacent cuplike depression, but something must have held it in place when the membrane was removed. In Fig. 17 (bottom) , the characteristic inside view of the basketwork from a fixed, fractured, deep-etched cell is shown. Again, a filament bundle was included in the upper portion of this figure to illustrate the only example we could find in which "wisps" appeared to link the basketwork with the submembranous filaments. However, because this cell had been fixed in glutaraldehyde, nothing specific can be said concerning these wisps.
578
Our interest in coated vesicles grew out of observations of membrane recycling at the neuromuscular junction by horseradish peroxidase tracer techniques, which provided evidence that coated vesicles retrieve synaptic vesicle membrane from the plasmalemma after this membrane is added by exocytosis (21) . The role of coated vesicles in various sorts of synapses has long been recognized (5, 6, 8, 18-21, 23, 36, 43, 53) . Our more recent quick-freezing and freeze-fracture studies have substantiated the idea that coated vesicles are involved in membrane retrieval, and have further indicated that this retrieval is selective by revealing that intramembrane particles that originate in synaptic vesicles and move to the plasma membrane during exocytosis are collected into coated pits before they bud off from the plasma membrane (25, 26) . Thus, the formation of coated vesicles at the synapse would appear to be another instance of selective endocytosis, analogous to the process in other cells, where coated vesicles selectively internalize membrane-bound receptors for proteins or hormones as they bud off from the plasma membrane (16) .
Furthermore, coated vesicles seem to be involved in a variety of other membrane shuttling pathways inside the cell, all of which involve selection of a particular bit of membrane and transfer to another membrane compartment (13, 42) . The coat itself is apparently a ubiquitous apparatus, but what it selects and where it takes the selected membrane inside the cell is highly variable. What is common in every instance is that the coat forms around a specific part of the membrane that is to be budded off. Thus, a role for the coat in budding has been presumed.
Mechanism of Coated Vesicle Formation
The most compelling model showing how this might occur has been provided by Kanaseki and Kadota (29) and is based on their discovery that the coat is a basket of rods or septa linked into hexagons and pentagons. They proposed that this FIGURE 17 Summary of the three ways of viewing coated pits introduced in this report : (top) surface views of freeze-dried whole cells; (center) outside views of Triton X-100-extracted cells, and (bottom) inside views o£ freeze-fractured and deep-etched cells. These examples were chosen to illustrate the close association between coated pits and submembranous stress fibers (SF) which is occasionally seen (arrow, bottom) . Bar, 0.1 Am . x 185,000. THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY " VOLUME 84, 1980 DISCUSSION basket undergoes internal rearrangements beneath coated pits, that is, transformations of hexagons into pentagons that force the basket and the membrane to curve into a closed vesicle . Indeed, images presented in our report do show a greater proportion of pentagons around closed vesicles than under flat coated pits. Thus, they support Kanaseki and Kadota's idea, but how the transformation occurs is still unknown . They were not necessarily correct in assuming that such a transformation would "power" the vesicle formation ; it may be driven by unknown intramembrane forces, and the coat may simply passively comply as the membrane curves .
The images presented here also illustrate that coated pits display a number of five-seven dislocations at contractions and curvatures in the basketwork ; these were seen slightly less often in more sharply curved pits and rarely in isolated coated vesicles . Thus, they may be intermediates in the process of coat curvature . Chicken wire models of lattice discontinuities showed considerable strain in the five-and seven-member rings and in the adjacent hexagons . Basketworks with such fiveseven pairs may thus tend to rearrange into pure pentagons totally surrounded by hexagons, which, as chicken wire models illustrated, would be less strained internally but much more curved . Crystallography dictates that at least 12 such pentagonal facets must be present in an otherwise hexagonal basketwork for it to curve into a closed sphere .
Mechanism of Coated Vesicle Selectivity
Though it is relatively easy to see how such a structural transformation could be common to a variety of coated vesicle formation, it is more difficult to imagine how this common process achieves the high degree of selectivity that is seen in various situations. Depending on the cell type and the membrane pathways involved, coated vesicles sequester and transport widely differing membrane molecules (see references 2, 11, 12, 17, 26, 52, 54, and 56 for details of various pathways in which coated vesicles are known to be involved) . Presumably, these membrane molecules are selected for inclusion in the coated vesicle because they bind directly or indirectly to the coat itself. Indeed, evidence is accumulating that the cell surface receptors that are included by coated vesicles extend through the plasmalemma and possess internal coat-binding sites (1, 3, 4 
Recycling and Reassembly of the Coats
There is a little doubt that the basketworks described here can mediate several rounds of coated vesicle formation without new protein synthesis (16), but how they do this is not clear. The simplest possibility would be that they remain permanently associated with a patch of receptorrich membrane and simply shuttle back and forth between the cell surface and internal compartments . This clearly is not the case in synapses, where very few coated pits and coated vesicles are visible until vesicle membrane is added to the cell surface, after which they appear within seconds (24, 26) ; nor does it seem to be the case in fibroblasts. Even though the total number of coated pits and coated vesicles does not seem to vary in these cells, receptors can be free from these structures for a significant part of their total lifetime (1, 2, 16) . Furthermore, thin sections seem to indicate that, instead of shuttling back and forth intact, the coats fall from the vesicles soon after they have separated from the plasma membrane (2) . Also, the method of viewing used in our report illustrates that coats are formed beneath the plasma membrane by progressive expansion by what appears to be piecemeal growth from foci that are initially very small. Thus, recycling of the coats seems to take place by repeated disassembly and reassembly accompanied by a reversible association with the membranes involved, rather than by a permanent shuttling of intact vesicles . This would agree with biochemical findings that isolated coats are held together by noncovalent bonds and can be made to assemble and disassemble by varying their ionic environment (30, 44-46, 50,55) .
It is not known what controls the assembly of coats against certain membranes in vivo, but an interesting lead has been provided by Palade and Fletcher's (42) demonstration that anoxia interrupts coated vesicle formation and makes coat material aggregate into small, empty baskets in pancreatic acinar cells . (After learning of this, we observed that applying metabolic inhibitors to frog nerves produces the same plethora of empty baskets that these authors observed.)
In healthy, quick-frozen cells, these empty baskets are rarely observed but they can quite often be seen in chemically fixed tissues (19, 21) and can be isolated in considerably abundance from homogenized tissues (30, (44) (45) (46) . Thus, they may be in equilibrium with more soluble coat components in the cytoplasm. If such a soluble pool exists, however, its size remains to be determined. Immunocytochemistry with antibodies against clathrin, the major protein component of the coat, has so far revealed only fully formed coated pits, with very little background staining that might indicate clathrin in the cytoplasm (4). However, the fibroblasts observed so far have been fixed in a manner that may have washed away most of their soluble pool.
The new views on coated pits presented here suggest that a soluble pool of clathrin must exist, and that empty baskets do not contribute directly to the assembly of new coated pits because the coated pit sizes varied (Fig. 4) from just a few facets to hundreds . There was no sign of "quantal jumps" in size, which would be expected if whole baskets were added one at a time, nor was there any sign of empty baskets in the vicinity of newly forming coated pits . Instead, the edges of coated pits were ragged and composed of incomplete polygons, suggesting piecemeal assembly . Thus, the empty basket may be a red herring.
Size vs. Organization of Baskets
In spite of their dubious biological significance, empty baskets have been useful for illustrating how the overall basketwork can be woven of pentagons and hexagons (20) in that empty baskets are just the right size for good negative staining. The only problem has been that such staining invariably reveals both their front and back sides and creates patterns of superimposition that are difficult to interpret (9, 29, 30, (44) (45) (46) . The surface replication technique used here shows only the front side of the baskets, and, thus, quite simply confirms the structural analyses previously done by laborious comparisons of negatively stained images with computer generated models (9) . The smallest empty baskets are about 48 nm in diameter and appear to be composed of 16 facets, 12 pentagons and 4 hexagons in a tetrahedral arrangement. The largest empty baskets are about 55 nm in diameter and appear to be composed of 20 facets, 12 pentagons and 8 hexagons, arranged as barrels and other slightly asymmetric forms. In contrast, the smallest intact coated vesicles are about 75 nm (because the smallest possible membrane vesicle is about 40 nm, and the coat extends from the membrane -20 nm on all sides.) Such coated vesicles appear to be composed of 32 facets, 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons, arranged in a symmetrical icosahedral pattern. (These were the sort originally recognized in brain homogenates by Kanaseki and Kadota [29] . They can be quite clearly seen in our deep-etched replicas but could not be very clearly seen in previous negative-stain studies [9] because of problems with collapse of the internal vesicle.) The largest coated vesicles, typical of those found in fibroblasts, are greater than 100 nm in diameter and have more than 100 facets, of which only about 10% are pentagons (though the total number of pentagons must presumably still be 12 to form a closed, spherical surface) . These are much too large to image by negative staining because they collapse (cf. Fig. 2 in reference 46) but can clearly be seen by the method we used .
Protein Composition ofBaskets
Though clathrin is the major component of isolated baskets (44, 45) , and though baskets can be formed in vitro from pure clathrin (30) , the baskets around coated vesicles in vivo appear to contain at least two other proteins (30, 46, 55) . These proteins exert strong influences on the tendency of clathrin to polymerize in vitro. The stoichiometric ratios of these accessory proteins vs . clathrin suggests that they may help to form the vertices of the baskets, where three clathrin molecules presumably come together (30, 46) .
Our current efforts are directed toward identifying the location of these accessory proteins by direct visualization of antibodies bound to them . We will show that the new viewing technique used here allows sufficient resolution to visualize IgG molecules directly, without the need for accessory electron-dense tags (J . Heuser and M. W. Kirschner, manuscript submitted) . Thus, the technique should be useful for identifying the protein composition of the basketworks it reveals so clearly.
